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Whilst we wait…

• What aspects of critical thinking do you 
think your students struggle with the 
most?

• Answers in on our MS Form:

• https://tinyurl.com/y38zgzh
k

https://tinyurl.com/y38zgzhk


Theory and definitions

What is 
critical 

thinking?

The ‘examination of an idea 
thoroughly and in depth rather 
than taking it at its face value’ 

(Moon, 2007)

A critical thinker ‘…thinks open-
mindedly within alternative 

systems of thought, recognizing 
and assessing…their 

assumptions, implications, and 
practical consequences’ (Paul 

and Elder, 2008, cited in 
Foundation for critical thinking, 

2019). 

“the objective, systematic, and 
rational analysis and evaluation 
of factual evidence in order to 

form a judgement on a 
subject” (OED, 2021)

“The propensity and skill to 
engage in reflective scepticism” 

(McPeck, 1981, cited in Lai, 
2011, p.6)



Theory and definitions

What is 
critical 

thinking?
Argument analysis

Source evaluation –
is this information 

reliable, 
appropriate, 

correct?

Understanding 
logical fallacies and 

cognitive biases 
that lead to flawed 

reasoning
Understanding of 
statistics and data

The ability to find 
reliable information 

and apply it



What is 
disruptive 

pedagogy?

• DMU defines it in terms of technology and teaching 
delivery (“dynamic, creative and chaotic delivery at its 
best”)

• An alternative is to consider it a way to question the 
status quo and give students the skills to do this

• Fellmayer (2018) argues for this definition, basing her 
discussion on the work of Freire, bell hooks and James 
Baldwin

• ‘…creating self-directed learners that can ask the right 
question at the right time…to affect the kind of change 
that lasts’ (Heick, 2020)



Context

• Critical thinking has been described as the bedrock of 
higher education (Moon, 2007) and a key graduate 
attribute (Davies, 2016)

• In formal and informal interactions with LLS teams, 
criticality is often mentioned by both DMU academics 
and students as a high priority cognitive skill for 
teaching, learning and assessment 

• All LLS teams (CLaSS, MLC, and Librarians) have long 
engaged with dimensions of critical thinking relevant to 
their expertise in all aspects of their provision (in-
curriculum sessions, self-selecting workshops and one-
to-one support) but not in a co-ordinated way or to the 
same extent



Sample CLaSS
workshops: 

Critical writing 
category

• Introduction to critical 
writing

• Improving your critical 
writing skills

• Masterclass in…critical 
writing

• Developing an 
argument in […]

• Being original in […]
• Using evidence in your 

writing



Open Programme statistics 
(1.01.2019-1.12.2020)

‘Critical writing’ category:

Number of events: 27 (6.7% of total events)

Registrations: 1,026 (19.2% of total registrations)



Critical thinking 
is far from easy 
and 
encompasses 
many skills



Outside of 
academia…



Enter the 
Critical 

Thinking 
Project



Evaluating 
reliability

• Take 5 minutes to compare two websites
• https://tinyurl.com/ACPweb2
• https://tinyurl.com/AAPCyber

• Do you think either of these are reliable sources of 
information on bullying, its causes and means of 
prevention? 

• I’m not asking whether they should be used in an 
assignment but whether you think they are reliable

• You could say one is and one isn’t or that both are 
reliable or both are unreliable, it’s up to you

• Answers via this link 
https://tinyurl.com/y38zgzhk

https://tinyurl.com/ACPweb2
https://tinyurl.com/AAPCyber
https://tinyurl.com/y38zgzhk


https://rise.articulate.com/share/mlHNMfnDgvI5WzgccG_-60l8iHDKk3tQ#/lessons/iAZuzC0K3ZQ29ECQyCHt8KjIhcexaMr_


Sample 
Lesson: 

Identifying 
critical writing 

• A scaffolding approach to 
the process of developing 
critical academic writing:

• -reading academic books 
and journal articles

• -identifying themes in texts

• -making effective reading 
notes 

• -building a synthesis of 
information

• -developing critical 
comments (‘critical voice’)

• -structuring a critical 
paragraph



Sample 
Lesson: 

Identifying 
critical writing 

• Explore the lesson 
using the link in the 
chat box

• What aspects of the 
lesson would you 
consider using with 
your current student 
cohorts (e. g. specific 
level, or module?)

• What changes would 
you make to make this 
lesson more relevant 
to them?

• Add your comments to 
the chatbox

https://rise.articulate.com/share/mlHNMfnDgvI5WzgccG_-60l8iHDKk3tQ#/lessons/ErGq3bxEUPa-sLH8vizmZQFukkudQzZr


Reception

We run Open Programme workshops as well as the toolkit – In November, 
we had 218 registrations across 5 workshops. 

Of those who left 
feedback, 90% 
rated the sessions 
as Good or 
Excellent



Representative 
critical thinking 

feedback 
comments (LLS 

Survey, 2020)

• I understood perfectly what critical thinking is and ways to 
improve my personal critical thinking ability (Confirmation 
bias workshop, 24 November 2020)

• Really great and informative workshop that helped me to 
understand the difference between a critical voice and 
descriptive voice. Thank you! (Turning critical thinking into 
critical writing, 14 October 2020)

• With this service, I am more confident with my writing 
skills and critical analysis skills. I'm so glad that DMU offer 
this kind of service. More power! (Tutorial, 27 November 
2020)

• The session was really helpful and I am grateful for Anna 
as I learnt some new techniques, such as lateral reading. 
My confidence has grown when critically evaluating 
sources of information which will help me when preparing 
and planning my assignments. (Critically evaluating source 
of information, 25 November 2020)



Plans for 
the 
future…
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